
Moderna releases new mRNA injection to “repair heart muscle” while people’s
hearts are being damaged by mRNA covid jabs

Description

In order to “fix” all the heart damage caused by its messenger RNA (mRNA) “vaccine” for the Wuhan
coronavirus (Covid-19), drug giant Moderna has announced another new “injection” that the company
claims has the ability to “repair heart muscle.”

CEO Stéphane Bancel told SkyNews Business Australia that the new shot, which also contains mRNA
technology, will “grow back new blood vessels and revascularize the heart” of folks who took the Fauci
Flu shot and now suffer from spike protein damage throughout the cardiovascular system.

Describing the new injections as “therapy” and even “science fiction medicine,” a gleeful Bancel called
this latest development “super exciting” – though he did also let it slip out in his excitement that the
new jab will “inject mRNA in people’s heart[s].”

Moderna plans to inject people with mRNA FOREVER

Moderna is basically admitting that its covid injections have destroyed the hearts of millions of people
who now require additional pharmaceutical tampering to keep their hearts going – or so goes the
implication.

Chances are these new quick-fix shots will cause even more damage, which will then result in another
new mRNA injections from Moderna, and on and on it goes into infinity.

The situation is so bad that just this week, Florida Surgeon General Dr. Joseph A. Ladapo issued new
guidance for men aged 18-39 essentially urging them not to take the shots because of the heart risks
involved.

All people are at risk from Fauci Flu shots, but young, otherwise healthy men seem to be specific
targets for cardiovascular destruction. The latest research shows that young men who get jabbed for
covid suffer an 84 percent increased risk of cardiac-related death.
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Moderna seems to know all this, which explains why it is now unleashing a new “cure” for the previous
round of jabs caused.

“And we are now supposed to just believe and put our lives on the line for proven liars and murderers
with an obvious depopulation plan?” wrote a commenter, perplexed that anyone could believe any of
this deception anymore.

“The vaxxed are the test subjects for the development of products that they (the ‘elite’) are going to
want to use to prolong THEIR OWN lives, among other things,” suggested another, offering another
angle to this massive chemical experiment on the unwitting masses.

Albert Bourla over at Pfizer must surely be trying to develop a similar heart-fix injection to compete with
Moderna, suggested another person.

“It’s like a race to see who can kill more people faster,” this person added.

It is difficult not to see the obvious parallels between this worldwide pharmaceutical experimentation
project and the chemical drug experiments that took place during the Holocaust.

Back then, drug experiments were conducted within the confines of Germany and a few surrounding
countries. Today, these drug experiments have gone global with billions of willing participants.

Another person objected to the idea that all of this is experimental in the sense that he believes “these
bioweapons are obviously very well-tested-out before being released for their true intended purposes
of causing miscarriages, damaged immune systems, sterilization, injuries, and ultimately death for all
those deemed as unnecessary.”

“… otherwise, they quite simply would not be devoting such immense funding and effort to distributing
this bioweapon program worldwide,” this same person added.

“They would look really silly among themselves if they spent all their resources and the weapon really
never worked, and no arms manufacturer would distribute a weapon that never worked.”
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